
HOW TO WRITE ANIKI IN JAPANESE

EtymologyEdit Â· Orthographic borrowing from Japanese å…„è²´ (aniki). å…„è²´ ( hiragana ã•‚ã•«ã••, katakana ã‚¢ãƒ‹ã‚,
rÅ•maji aniki). a big brother (someone who is.

Both royal elder sisters use "nii-sama" for their elder brothers, which fits with the overly affectionate Camilla ,
but feels a little odd for Hinoka. Yukino and Kanade from Candy Boy call each other "Yuki-nee" and
"Kana-nee", often saying it twice when they want to get each other's attention. Ace, by name, but given their
different surnames, it has been speculated that they are not biological brothers. They settle for calling each
other by first name alone, until the very end, where Ryuuko finally calls Satsuki "Nee-san". Interestingly
enough, unlike some twins, the Kurosaki sisters don't care about which one was born first- Karin calls Yuzu
by name, while Yuzu calls Karin "Karin-chan. In StrikerS, Fate, who has been adopted by the Harlaown
family, refers to Chrono as "Onii-chan" in situations where she doesn't need to address him as a superior
officer, prompting him to suggest that she should stop doing that now that she's an adult. At one point
Kyousuke tries to persuade her to call him by a title, and while she rejects his suggestions of 'onii-sama' or
'onii-chan', she's fine with 'anija' though it doesn't stick. His fake younger brother, who he eventually accepts
before his death Rolo refers to him as Nii-San. Found 0 sentences matching phrase "aniki". Despite the
necessarily clumsy translation of the Japanese honorifics, that last part translates well. In Father and Son ,
Youichi is addressed as "nii-san" by his brother-in-law. Suboshi in Fushigi Yuugi calls his brother "aniki".
Oddly averted with Yuu in Bloom Into You , who calls her older sister "Rei-chan" rather than using sibling
titles. For similar usage in a nearby country, see Chinese Sibling Terminology. Light to Ryuk : "My sister
would have a heart attack just from seeing your face. For those, the difference is honorifics, but in Japanese
there are many different "aniki" means "elder brother", "nii" also means "elder brother". Audio Play The
protagonists in Yandere No Onna No Ko are usually called "onii-chan" by girls who either are his sisters or
think of him like a brother. In Initial D , Keisuke almost invariably refers to his older brother Ryosuke as
"aniki. The Imperator is apparently Ragna's sister who always calls him "nii-sama". Mokuba has nothing but
the utmost respect for his brother, and as a result uses nii-sama exclusively for him. Advertisement: See also
Onee-sama. Agumon calls Marcus aniki, dubbed to "boss. Luffy calls his older brother, Portgas D. Kon likes
to call Rukia "Nee-san", but this is due to the use of the term as meaning "hey lady! Following her adoption
into the Yagami family, Agito refers to Vita as "Anego". The avatar is a special case. She goes on to call
Gash's bookkeeper Kiyomaro "niisan" when he burns her book at her behest. This carries over from Triangle
Heart 3 , when he was her cousin and not her biological brother. The thing from Elevator: Source that runs at
the elevator with an anime girl's face repeatedly says "Onii-chan" as the doors close in its face. Final Fantasy
X has a character named "Aniki", who happens to be Rikku's brother. In FE1 and 3 , Rikard calls Julian 'aniki'.
She calls him monkey. Many fans interpret that as her considering him one. All while being obsessed to kill
him in a rather Ryuuki in Saiunkoku Monogatari persists in calling Seiran "aniue" when they are alone
together, in spite of Seiran's protests, once he finds out that Seiran is actually his exiled older brother Seien. So
I know some Japanese words what mean it.


